**Clemson Core Campus**

**Construction Update**

**May 6, 2015**

**WORK UPDATE FOR THIS WEEK (5/4 – 5/8)**
- Continue concrete foundation work for Building D (North tower).
- Prepare and pour fifth concrete lift for Elevators E8 & E9 shafts.
- Pour fifth concrete lift/ Prepare for sixth for Stair 9 shaft
- Pour fourth concrete lift/ Prepare for fifth for Stair 10 shaft.
- Continue concrete pours for Building C retaining wall.
- Continue concrete foundations for Building A (South Tower).
- Prepare for fifth concrete lift for Elevators E2 & E3 shafts.
- Pour fourth concrete lift/ Prepare for fifth for Stair 1 shaft.
- Continue concrete pours for Building A retaining wall.
- Start underground utilities.
- Start of Building D foundation block.
- Start installation of retaining wall waterproofing at Buildings C & D.

**WORK PLANNED FOR NEXT WEEK (5/11 – 5/15)**
- Continue concrete foundation work for Building D (North tower).
- Prepare and pour sixth concrete lift for Elevators E8 & E9 shafts.
- Pour sixth concrete lift/ Prepare for final for Stair 9 shaft.
- Pour fifth concrete lift/ Prepare for sixth for Stair 10 shaft.
- Continue concrete pours for Building C retaining wall.
- Continue concrete foundations for Building A (South Tower).
- Pour fifth concrete lift for Elevators E2 & E3 shafts.
- Pour fifth concrete lift/ Prepare for sixth for Stair 1 shaft.
- Continue concrete pours for Building A retaining wall.
- Continue underground utilities. Prefabricate materials for steam tie-in.
- Remobilization for aggregate pier installation at old steam line.
- Temporary power tie-in at Fort Hill.

**IMPORTANT ITEMS**
- Fort Hill sidewalk adjacent the jobsite closed.
- **STEAM SHUTDOWN: MAY 17 – MAY 21**
- **FORT HILL CLOSURE: MAY 12, 2015**

**CAMPUS STUDENT INVOLVEMENT**
- Internships – 4 Clemson student summer interns